Join your hosts the Brønnøysund Register Centre, Sun Microsystems and Liberty Alliance in a free informative workshop focused on successful identity management deployments. The workshop will be facilitated at the Norwegian Ministry of Government Administration and Reform. Hear from your counterparts who’ve successfully deployed identity solutions to meet public sector business requirements, reduce costs, increase ease of use for citizens and employees, and meet regulatory requirements by implementing privacy and security focused solutions based on the Liberty Alliance standards.

When: October 17, 2006, 8:30-15:30
Location: Fornyings- og administrasjonsdepartementet
Akersgøt. 59
Oslo, Norway

The workshop will provide active dialogue between participants and presenters, with real-time problem solving and business case analysis. You’ll explore how many organizations have successfully executed eGovernment initiatives that have brought immediate cost savings and new citizen-enabling programs to life, in a very short period of time. Whether you and/or your customers are considering, implementing or already operating an identity infrastructure, this event is a must to help shorten the learning curve by hearing the experiences of those who’ve successfully executed.

AGENDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 08:30 – 09:00 | Registration and Coffee  
**Introduction: Putting Identity to Work**  
• Technology, business and policy activities—putting all to work to drive the work of Liberty Alliance  
• Liberty eGovernment special interest group, focused strictly on eGovernment activities and members |
| 09:00 – 09:40 | Use Case: Federated Electronic Identity (Feide)  
• Liberty Alliance contributions to deployments  
• Current identity focused initiatives  
09:40 – 10:20 | Future plans  
10:20 – 10:30 | Break  
10:30 – 11:10 | Liberty Use Cases: Mapping the Needs to the Solutions  
• Analysis of defined use cases driving Liberty technology—letting need drive technology  
• Deployment of Liberty-based solutions in other countries (France, Italy, Spain solutions explored)  
11:10 – 11:40 | Governing the use of electronic ID and signatures in Norway  
• The government’s role  
11:40 – 12:30 | Lunch  
12:30 – 13:10 | Use Case: MyPage & MyID  
• Value of Liberty specifications and overall environment with policy and business expertise in rapid deployment  
• Current activities  
• Future plans  
13:10 – 13:50 | Importance of Federation to Danish Government  
• Architecture & deployment plans  
• Importance of a standards-based approach in citizen-facing deployments (SAML, Liberty, etc.)  
13:50 – 14:00 | Break  
14:00 – 14:30 | Use Case: Fidelity Project  
• Government and business cooperation for large scale, trust-based deployments  
• Use cases fulfilled with federated and identity Web services based solutions  
14:30 – 15:30 | Open session, use case discussion, Q&A |

Andrew Shikiar, Liberty Alliance  
Ingrid Melve, Uninett  
Fulup Ar Foll, Sun Microsystems  
Kristian Bergem, The Ministry of Government Administration and Reform  
Dag Efjestad, Norway.no  
Søren-Peter Nielsen, IT- og Telestyrelsen  
Thanh-van Do, Telenor  
Panel

To register, please visit: https://members.projectliberty.org/scripts/workshop_oslo.asp  
Registration is first come, first served, and space is limited. If you have any questions, please contact Andreas Hamnes at andreas.hamnes@brreg.no. A complete agenda will be sent to you upon registration.